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When aircraft flies through clouds of super-cooled water droplets, ice formation
occurs on forward facing structural components. One such components is the
engine inlet. With time, the ice accretes on the inlet and eventually sheds due to
structural vibrations (Figure 1.1). As a result, blocks of ice traveling at high speed
impacts the engine blades rotating at high RPM. This process may cause severe
damage to the blade and subsequently to the engine. Hence, it is necessary to assess
the damage due to ice impact.
1.2 Analyses Capabilities
BLASIM utilizes a computationally efficient coarse mesh with 55 nodes and 80
triangular plate finite elements. The plate bending element is very similar to the
NASTRAN TRIA3 element [1]. Several types of loading are available in the
program. The type of loadings are: pressure, temperature, moisture and
centrifugal. The analyses types are: local and root ice impact damage, local and root
Foreign Object Damage (FOD), static, dynamic, resonance margin calculations,
flutter, and fatigue (Figure 1.2). Also, the code can perform these analyses wih
consecutive (identical) ice impacts with geometry update after each impact. A
general flow diagram of the BLASIM code is given in Figure 1.3. The technical
details of the analyses used in the code are discussed in Reference [2].
The code can analyze solid, hollow, superhybrid and composite blades. The solid
blade is made up of a single material where as hollow and superhybrid blades are
constructed with prescribed composite layup. The composite blade can have a
maximum of seven different material layers with twenty five composite plies. The
properties of a composite blade can be specified by inputing one of two options:
individual ply properties or fiber/matrix combinations. When the second option is
selected, BLASIM utilizes ICAN (Integrated Composite ANalyzer [3]) to generate the
temperature/moisture dependent ply properties of the composite blade.
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Two types of geometry input can be given: NASTRAN type finite element grid or
airfoil coordinates. This option increases the flexibility of the program. Also, the
input to the code can be generated through an interactive process with varied levels
of sophistication, i.e., by selecting one of the built in symmetric airfoils at 4 or more
stations, or providing user's own finite element grid of the blade through a file.
1.3 Organization of the Manual
Section 2.0 of this manual describes the input generation and execution of the
BLASIM program. It includes input data for ice impact analysis example. Section 3.0
lists several validation cases to demonstrate the use and reliability of the code. The
references are given in Section 4.0. An example of ice impact and parametric study
results are given in Appendix A. The option to use fiber-matrix properties instead of
ply properties is demonstrated in Appendix B.
Figure 1.1. A Schematic of Ice Impact on an Engine Blade
























Figure 1.2. Approximate Analysis Modules in the Ice Impact Code
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Figure 1.3. General Flow Diagram of the BLASIM Code
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SECTION 2.0
INPUT FILE GENERATION AND EXECUTION
2.1 BLASIM Input File Generation
The first step required for using the BLASIM code is to setup an input file. The





.ti 'rP , rnlr ,i,,B Ice Impact Analysis Outputf ....... (Unit 30)
_ _ Modal Analysis output(Unit 45)
Geometry Data _ BLA_ ,_
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Figure 2.1. Ice Impact Input and Output Files
The input file, BLASIM.INP, can be generated either manually or interactively. To
construct the data file manually, the format of data blocks described in later sections
must be used. Interactive data file generation can be carried out by executing the
preprocessor PREBLASIM. The preprocessor is written in FORTRAN and must be
compiled and linked as described below depending on the computer system.
System Compilation
VAX fort preblasim.[
CRA Y cfl77 -dp -ev prebIasim.f
IRIS Workstation I77 -c -static preblasim.f
linkin,_
link prebIasim
se_Idr -o Freblasim.exe preblasim.o
f77 -o Freblasim.exe preblasim.o
The preprocessor accepts the geometry of the blade in any one of the following three
forms:
(a) NASTILAN type finite element grid input file as described in Section 2.3 (CARD
A6a).
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(b)
(c)
Airfoil coordinates input file as described in Section 2.3 (CARDS A6, A7 and A8).
Construct the blade by selecting one of the three built-in symmetric airfoils [4] in
the preprocessor. The maximum thickness of the airfoil is expressed as a
percent of the chord length. A minimum of four and a maximum of eleven
airfoil stations can be used to describe the blade. These airfoil models are
included in the interactive program for demonstration purposes only. The




To better iUustrate the use of this capability, an example is given in this section. The
SR-2 blade that is demonstrated here uses option (c) with type (ii) airfoil. Four
airfoil input stations are selected as shown in Figure 2.2.
Airfoil Input Station # 4
Airfoil Input Station # 3
Airfoil Input Station # 2
Airfoil Input Station # 1
Figure 2.2. Input Blade Details of an Unswept SR-2 Blade
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The table below summarizes the data that need to be prepared by the user before
running the interactive program which generates the BLASIM input file.
Ii
,,i i i
Sl. No. Input Variable Value _ Sl. No. Input Variable Value
.., ,, ,,,,
. _!_..... N__r_.0fb_la_des._: ............. 8............ 2.4.._ s__ta_tion#_4__stagger an_gl_e:...... _40__.!__...........
........_2 _ ......_B!a__d_.,e__s_d.___!................................___rpm_ _ .........i_c,_e._p!___e-_s :......................._0 6_5"_xO:65"X._0:65_::.
3 Blade root angle : -35 ° 26 Ice velocity : E50 knots
4 . __Br°ach angle" ...... 0° 27 . Impact regi0n_!ow, er _t! ........0.5. ...............
• • .| - - • - - l
5 Root thickness: 1.08" 28 ,Impact regi0n Upper h'_t! .... 0.9
; ,,..., " :: ,, 1 , - ..........
6 .... Airf0i!.__ _!ec_ted: ........ 2_ ...... 29 Redlin e speed___:......................... 3.!__o().___.m... ... .........
7 Number of airfoil stations: 4 30 Minimum cruise speed : 2900 m
......8 ....... Dist., tOb!ade ,attachment: 2.06"................ 31 ,.._.Number_., . of excitation orders: 3
9 Station # 1 radius: 2.778" 32 Excitation numbers: 1 2 3
10 Station # 1 chord len __: 1_:0__2_3".......... 33 _ Type Of blade._ (._sol!d):- ............ O....................................
Station # i thickness(% 0f ....
11 chord): 15 34 Ell: 0.165E+8 psi
........................ [
__12 . Stati0n# ! stagger_ angle : ,3:642 __........ _35..... E22: 0.165E+8 psi ....
13 Station # 2 radius: 6.389" 36 Poisson's ratio V : 0.3
14 Station # 2 chord length: 3.65" 37 G12 : .0.634E+7 psi
.......... -sta,uon# 2t ckness(%of ' - :........................
15 , chord): 15 38 Density of Titanium: 4.4E-4 Ib.sec2/in 4
I ....
....... • • • .. •
16 Station # 2 stagge r angle :
17 Station # 3 radius: 10,447"
18 Station # 3 chord length: 3.35"
,...I,








Blade cross section offsets : 0.0
Strength X!T'm !_.-!__:......................_7__4__p.,S_!.....................
Strength X1C in 1-1 :
Strength X2T in 2-2 :
Strength X2C in 2-2 :
21 Station # 4 radius: ,12.25" ., 44 . Shear strength in 1-2:
22 . Statio n # 4 chord length: 1.23" 45 Shear strength in 2-1 :
Station # 4 thickness(% of







The interactive session on a VAX computer screen for the sample SR2 blade
discussed earlier is listed here. A new user is advised to run PREBLASIM as the
interactive process greatly simplifies the input generation.
I u m
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BLade ASsessment for Ice iMpact
This Module Will Automatically Generate Input File for BLASIM
Program. The Blade Geometry May be Defined in One of the
Following Forms: a)Provide the Blade Finite Element Nodal
Coordinates and their Thicknesses Thru a File, b) Supply the
Airfoil Coordinates Thru a File, c)Select one of the Built-in
NACA Airfoils. Any Wrong Entries or Defaulted Data May be
Changed by Editing the Input File Created by the Program. To
Find the Data Card Number, Variable Name and its Description,
See Appendix A of the BLASIM User's Manual.
.... hit return to continue ....
A Summary of the Information Needed to Run the BLASIM Interactive
Program is Given Here:
Description of Entry
I. Definition of Blade Geometry, Choices are:
a. Finite element coordinates & Thicknesses
b. Airfoil Coordinates & Stagger Angles
c. Construction of Blade With Built-in
Airfoil Models
2. Number of Blades & Operating Speed







4. Option for Local & Root Ice Impact Analysisl Bla,B6b
5. Option for Flutter Analysis
6. Option for Forcing Function Calculation
7. Redline & Minimum Cruise Speeds
8. Number of Excitation Orders & Order Number
9. Blade Type & Elastic Material Properties
10. Pressure Data (Optional)








.... hit return to continue ....
Enter Title of the Problem :
st2 modified titanium blade
The terms in Bold are User's Entries
Blade Description and Analyses Options
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This is the First Section of the Input File. The Blade Geometry
Speed, and Analyses Options are Defined Here. The User is Expected
to Provide the Blade Finite Element Nodal or Airfoil Coordinates
Thru a Data File or Select an Airfoil Model to Construct the Blade.
See the User's Manual For More Details.
Airfoil or Finite Element Input (A/F)? :a
Enter Number of Blades, and Blade Speed (rpm):8 3000
Enter Blade Root Angle (Deg.), Root Thickness, and
Broach Angle (Deg., See Fig. 7 of User Manual):-35 1.08 0.0
Three Airfoil Models are Available for Selection to
Construct the Blade Accordingly. These Airfoil Models
are Listed Below:
i. NACA 1-series Airfoil with Maximum Thickness Expressed
as a Percent of the Chord. The Percentages Allowed are: 6,
9, 12, 15, 18, and 21. The Commonly Used Section of this
Family Have Minimum Pressure at 0.6 of the Chord from the
Leading Edge and Referred to as NACA 16-series section.
2. NACA Four-Digit Airfoil Model With Maximum Thickness
Expressed as a Percent of the Chord. The Percentages that
May be Selected are: 6, 9, 12, 15, 18, 21, and 24.
3. NACA 7-series With a Basic Thickness of 15%. The Model
Available Here Has a Minimum Pressure at 0.4 of the Chord
on Both the Upper and Lower Surfaces.
Do You Want to Construct Your Blade With Any of the
Available Airfoil Models? (Enter Yes or No):y
Select the Airfoil Model Desired
Enter 1 for NACA 1-series Airfoil Type
" 2 for NACA Four-Digit Airfoil Type
" 3 for NACA 7-series Airfoil Type:3
Note: A Minimum of 4 Airfoil Stations are Required to Define
.... : the Blade. Always, the First Airfoil is the Starting
Station Number at Which Blade Description Begins.
The Last Airfoil is for the Tip Station. The Blade
Attachment is Described Separately.
Enter No. of Spanwise Input Airfoil Stations :4
Enter the Distance from the the Engine Center
to the Blade Attachment :2.06
Enter Chord Length for Blade Station # i: 1.023
Enter the Angle Between Plane of Rotation of Rotor Stage
and Chord Normal (Degrees) and the Distance From the
Engine Center Line for Blade Station # I: 3.642 2.778
Enter Chord Length for Blade Station # 2:3.65
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Enter the Angle Between Plane of Rotation of Rotor Stage
and Chord Normal (Degrees) and the Distance From the
Engine Center Line for Blade Station # 2:25.53 6.389
Enter Chord Length for Blade Station # 3:3.35
Enter the Angle Between Plane of Rotation of Rotor Stage
and Chord Normal (Degrees) and the Distance From the
Engine Center Line for Blade Station # 3:36.44 10.447
Enter Chord Length for Blade Station # 4:1.23
Enter the Angle Between Plane of Rotation of Rotor Stage
and Chord Normal (Degrees) and the Distance From the
Engine Center Line for Blade Station # 4:40.1 12.25
Do You want to scale the Input Blade Thicknesses
Along the Span (Enter Yes or No) :n
Do You Need Local Ice Impact Damage Analysis?
(Enter Yes or No) :y
Do You Need Root Ice Damage Analysis?
(Enter Yes or No) :y
Enter Ice Piece Length, Width, and Thickness (inches)
Enter Ice Velocity (knots) :50
:0.65 0.65 0.65
Ice Density is Defaulted to 8.42E-05 (ib.sec**2/in**4)
Enter Density Now or Hit Return to Accept Default Value:
Enter Starting and Ending Ice Impact Location
Along the Span as Fractions for Impact Modelling:0.5 0.9
Enter the Number of Consecutive Ice Impacts
(It Includes Geometry Update Following Each Impact): 1
Do You Need Flutter Analysis?
(Enter Yes or No) :n
Do You Need Resonance Margin Analysis?
(Enter Yes or No) :y
Do you Need Forcing Function Calculated?
(Enter Yes or No) :n
Enter Redline and Minimum Cruise Speeds (RPM) :3100 2900
Enter Number of Excitation Orders (max. 5):3
Enter 3 Excitation Order Nos. (1,2,3, etc.) :i 2 3
Enter Code for Type of Blade Construction
(0:solid; l:hollow; 2:superhybrid; 3:composite :0
Enter Eli, E22, Nul2, GI2, and Density
for Solid Blade:16.5e06 16.5e06 0.30 6.34e06 0.000444
Enter Ultimate Strengths (psi): Tension-ll,
Compression-ll, Tension-22, Compression-22, and
Shear-12 for Solid Blade:74000 74000 74000 74000 44000
The Blade Offsets are defined as..
x = ACLX*Z + BCLX*Z**2 + CCLX*Z**3
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y = ACLY*Z + BCLY*Z**2 + CCLY*Z**3
where Z is spanwise variable
y is chordwise variable
and x is transverse variable
The Offsets are Defaulted to Zero, to Accept the
Default Values Hit Return or Enter Now ACLX, BCLX,
CCLX, ACLY, BCLY, and CCLY:
Pressure Data
This is the Third Section of the Input File Where Pressure Loading
Data are Defined. If Pressure Loading is Applied, the User Has the
Option of Either Providing Data Thru a File or Entering a Uniform
Pressure in This Section. Refer to the User's Manual for Details.
Is there Any Pressure Loading (Enter Yes or No):n
Fatigue Life Data
This Section of the Input File is for Fatigue Data. If Fatigue
Analysis is Desired, then Data Such as Static and Dynamic Stress
Limits are Entered Here. Refer to the User's Manual for Details.
Do You Need to Enter Fatigue life Data for Forcing
Function Calculation? (Enter Yes or No):n
Boundary Conditions Data
Boundary Conditions Data Are Defaulted, i.e., All Degrees of
Freedom at the Blade Root are Restrained. To Change the Defaulted
Boundary Conditions, Refer to the User Manual, Section 2.0
The Input File Required to Run the BLASIM Code is Generated
Under the Name BLASIM. INP. Use the Command or Job File Given
in the User's Manual to Run the Code on VAX or CRAY XMP.
Following the interactive session, a file named BLASIM.INP is created. This file is
the input to the BLASIM code.
Listing of BLASIMJNP
st2 modified titanium blade
AIRFOIL COORDINATES TYPE CARD A2
3000.0 3.0 300.0 CARD A3
5 2.0 CARD A4
2.060 3.64 26 CARD A5
0.000 0.005 0.008 0.013 0.026 0.051 0.077 0.102 0.153CARD A6
0.205 0.256 0.307 0.358 0.409 0.460 0.512 0.563 0.614CARD A6
0.665 0.716 0.767 0.818 0.870 0.921 0.972 1.023 CARD A6
0.000 0.012 0.015 0.018 0.025 0.035 0.042 0.049 0.058CARD A7
0.065 0.071 0.074 0.076 0.077 0.075 0.072 0.067 0.062CARD A7
0.056 0.048 0.040 0.031 0.021 0.012 0.005 0.000 CARD A7
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0.026 0.015 0.005
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0 0 1 1.02300 12 0 5 0 1 1
.0001.0001.0001.0001.0001.000
2 0.1535 5 0.1845
3100.000 2900.000 3 1 2 3
0.65000 0.65000 0.65000 50.00000
0.50000 0.90000 16 40 1
0.165E+08 0.165E+08 0.30000 0.634E+07 0.00044
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
























































A small section of the output written to FORTRAN logical unit 30 (see Figure 2.1) is
shown below:
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** * * * * Tip Displacements
Max Tip Extension 0.0063
Max In Plane Displ 0.6615 0.3303
* * * * Resonance Margin Information * * * *
Frequencies At 3000.0 rpm 69.49
Frequencies At 3300.0 rpm 75.14
Red Line Speed-rpm = 3100.0
227.33 244.48
231.24 245.13
Min Cruise Speed-rpm = 2900.0
* * * * Ice Impact Input and Derived Parameters * * * *
Blade velocity at impact radius .....
Ice velocity ........................
Ice equivalent radius ...............
Local impact reference node .........
Global corresponding impact node ....














* * * * Local Ice Impact Output * * * *
Maximum Leading Edge Strain % ......... 0.96368E-04
Time Of Occurence ..................... 0.19000E-03
2.2 Running the BLASIM Code
The BLASIM code can be run on the VAX, CRAY XMP and IRIS workstation. The
procedure required in order to use the BLASIM code on these systems is given in
this section.
2.2.1 How to Run BLASIM on VAX
The first step is to compile and link the BLASIM program to create an executable





A command file named BLASIM.COM that can be used to run the BLASIM code is
listed below:
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$ ASSIGN BLASIM.INP
$ ASSIGN BLASIM.OUT
$ ASSIGN MISCL. OUT









The following command is issued to execute the code in the batch mode:
$ SUBMIT BLASIM.COM
When the execution of the program is completed, the output files, as named in the
command file, can be reviewed by the user.
2.2.2 How to Run BLASIM on CRAY XMP
The procedure used here is very similar to the one described in section 2.2.1. The
difference here is that a job file named BLASIM.JOB is required to be submitted from
















PW=myuserpwd (Define userid and user password)
{Define the job file name)
(Specify the amount of CPU allowed)
(Specify the amount of memory required)
(Creates a directory called 'impact')
(Go to the directory impact is available)
(Start collecting job statistics)
-t'blasim. for' (Fetch BLASIM FORTRAN source code to CRAY)
cft77 -dp -ev blasim, f (Compile BLASIM to create an object file)
segldr -o blasim.exe blasim, o (Link BLASIM to create BLASIM. EXE)
fetch fort.25 -t'blasim.inp' (Fetch BLASIM. INP after preparing it)
blasim.exe > miscl.out (Activate the execution of the code)
dispose fort.30 -t'blas_m. out' (Dispose the ice impact information file)
ja -s (print job statistics)
exit
Note that the contents in the parenthesis describe the various commands in the job
file. The compilation and linking of the BLASIM code is required only the first time
the code is used. Afterwards the executable file 'BLASIM.EXE ' can be used every
time an analysis run is desired.
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2.2.3 How to Run BLASIM on IRIS Workstation
The commands on IRIS workstation are similar to CRAY and are given below.
f77 -c -static blasim.f
f77 -o blasim.exe blasim.o
cp blasim.inp fort.25
blasim.exe > miscl.out
(Compile BLASIM to create an object file)
(Link BLASIM to create BLASIM.EXE)
(copy BLASIM. INP to FORTRAN unit 25)
(Activate the execution of the code)
2.3 Description of Input File
Due to the modular construction of the BLASIM program, data of the input file has
been broken down into five separate data blocks: 1) geometry and analysis data, 2)
approximate model input, 3) boundary conditions data, 4) pressure data, and 5)
fatigue life data. The pressure data are needed only if there is a pressure loading.
Also, the fatigue life data are required in the input file if fatigue analysis is to be
performed. The boundary conditions of the blade are defaulted by restraining all
degrees of freedom at the root, and they are needed in the input file only if the user
decides to modify these conditions. All the types of data discussed above can be
included in BLASIM.INP either by using the interactive program PREBLASIM or
manually. The format and the contents of various data blocks are described below.
2.3.1 DATA BLOCK A: Geometry and Analysis Data




1 2 3 4 5 6 7
SR-2 UNSWEPT BLADE EXAMPLE
Field Item Format Description
1-7 ITTLE A Descriptive title.










This option specifies the type of geometry
desired by the user. Enter: 'NASTRAN' for
NASTRAN type geometry or 'AIRFOIL' for
airfoil coordinates.






RPM, No. of Frequencies and RPM Increment






Analysis speed, RPM. This is the speed desired
for flutter stability evaluation.
F
F
Number of frequencies desired, maximum of 5.
Delta RPM. This RPM increment is added to the
input RPM and another frequency is calculated
at the higher speed for the purpose of
computing the sensitivity of the natural
frequencies to speed. 1000.0 is suggested.













Number of spanwise coordinate input stations
for blade geometry input description, a
maximum of 11 stations can be used.
Starting station number at which blade
description begins.
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CARD A5 (Required if Airfoil Coordinates are used on Card A2 )
Contents: Blade Station Radius, Chord Angle, Coordinate Instruction.
Cards A6, A7 and A7 for Each Blade Station.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8









Distance from the engine center line to the blade
station, inches. The first input station should be
the blade attachment, the last the tip station.
(Figure 2.6)
Angle between plane of rotation of rotor stage
and chord normal (y=0), degrees. (Figure 2.3)
The number of coordinate stations along the
chord used to describe the airfoil profile.
Maximum of 53 points. 30-50 are recommended.
forward direction
x,y - local coordinate [
coordinate definition _ Z "--.._ /
X,Y,Z - finite element input grid h"'-._ |
coordinate system - / "_ l
direction of rotation ALPHA [ _'_ x /
Figure 2.3. Definition of Angle ALPHA
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CARDS A& A7. AND A8 (Required if Airfoil Option is Input on Card A2)
Contents: Airfoil Coordinates
These cards follow Cards A5 at each station. Input x values first, then upper y's,
then lower y's (Figure 2.4). For a solid or hollow airfoil with a conventional
parallelogram neck geometry to serve as the transition between airfoil root and
dovetail attachment, the coordinates of the first station will be ignored. The
coordinates for station 1 must be input, however, usually using the station 2
coordinates. BLASIM will build a model of the neck, shown in Figure 2.5, from
information included on Card A9. For an airfoil with no platform and a contoured
neck, such as the superhybrid blade, the neck is treated as an extension of the airfoil,
and thus proper section I coordinates are required.
When using the interactive program PREBLASIM which generates BLASIM.INP
automatically, the user must prepare the airfoil coordinates in a separate file with a
format as indicated below in this card description. If the airfoil generator option in
PREBLASIM is used, then the user will not be required to provide this airfoil
coordinate file.
A6:
1 2 3 4 5 6 8 9
] )((1)81 X(2)16[ )((3)241 4o 64 72
7
AT:
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
A8:





9 values X F
per card.
Fields of 8.
-O.  OI-O. OB-0.0091-0.06S[-0.03610.000I
Description
The x coordinates of the blade cross section
given in ascending order for NO points in
inches (Figure 2.4).
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Start each YU
set on a card.
F The upper y coordinates of the blade cross
section corresponding to the x coordinates in
inches (Figure 2.4).
YL F The lower y coordinates of the blade cross





chord normal ( y= 0)
Figure 2.4. lx2y Airfoil Section Coordinate Input
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CARDS A6a, A7a. A8a (Required if NASTRAN Type Geometry is Used, Card A2)
Contents: NASTRAN Blade Geometry Description
This card replaces card A6, A7, and A8. Unlike NASTRAN, BLASIM ignores the
mnemonic and assumes that 55 grid cards will follow. Standard NASTRAN format
is used.
CARD A6a
When the NASTRAN type coordinates option is selected, the user must prepare an
input file with format as indicated below.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
0.7267
Field Item Format Description
1 GRID A8
2 N 18







1. The NASTRAN model used in BLASIM consists of 80 triangular elements. The element
connectivity is generated automatically in the code (Figure 2.5).
2. If the interactive input generator PREBLASIM is usedto construct the input file BLASIM.INP,
the NASTRAN grid cards (coordinates) must be made available through a file with a known
format (see example in Appendix A).
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51 52 53 54 55
,46_ _ 4, 51
node number_
c
Figure 2.5. Finite Element Mesh of the Blade Model
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CARD A9
Contents: Blade Root Angle. Neck Description.
Card is required but ignored if NASTRAN type geometry is used on
Card A2.











Blade root angle, degrees. This is the angle
between the blade platform and the engine
center line. Positive counterclockwise.
Thickness of blade neck, inches.
Radius of first airfoil station, inches. This radius
is the radius at the half-chord point of the airfoil
root. RROOT does not have to correspond to an
airfoil 1X2Y coordinate input station radius, but
must lie between R(1) and R(NSTA).
Broach angle, the angle between the center line








Figure 2.6. Blade Root Angle and Neck Description
I
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CARD A10
Contents: Number of Blades
1 2 3 4 5
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2.3.2 DATA BLOCK B: Approximate Model Input








2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11









I Number of thickness input stations, maximum
of 11, minimum of 2. Suggested value is 5.
Number of roots calculated by flutter analysis,
maximum of 5.
Number of roots for both local and root foreign
object damage (FOD) analysis. Suggested value is
5. If -- 0, FOD/Ice Impact analysis is not made.
Defines the blade type:




Number of layers for blade.
If NCD=0: enter 1
If NCD=I: enter 2
If NCD=2: enter 4
If NCD=3, NMATRL is the number of
constituents in the composite
(maximum of 7).
Root foreign object damage option:
= 0: not calculated
= 1: calculated
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7 NRESFF I Resonance margin criteria:
= 0: resonance margins calculated
= 1: forcing function calculated





Excitation orders for which margins are calculated are input on Card B5.
If NRESFF=I, minimum resonance margin will be based on maximum permissible vibratory and
steady stress combination on the blade which satisfies the Modified Goodman Diagram (Figure
2.7).
When NRESFF=2, the limiting case (either the specified resonance margin or maximum





Tipmode search (required if a tip plate vibratory




number of modes tested for tip (5
maximum)
Note: if NTIPMD > 0 and no tipmodes are
found, tipmode defaults to fifth mode.
= 0: ice impact analysis is not performed.
= 1: ice impact analysis performed.
Root chord length for which optimization will
begin, inches. All coordinate input will be
scaled by BRSV/coordinate input root chord.
Index for failure criterion selection:
= 1: Modified Distortion Energy (MDE) criterion
= 2: Hoffman failure criterion
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__iii!iiiiiiiii_:_...ynamic Stress Limit
_i_!i_i_i_i_WORKING ZONE _i_!_::!i-:_!_'_.,"_..'._i
_i__!__!_'.,"__!____i_'_.:':i!_._"i i_i_',__i__ t_:':___.:"i__i___i_i_i__ ____i_i__ i_ _i_i_'i_-:__ i_il....
:::.'.:::_:_:_:_ _..`._:_:_:..``_:::i!:.:i_:i:_:_:_!:i::.:i:i:i:_:_:!:i:i:::::i::_:::::_!_:_:_::`_!::i:i:i!:_:_:_: !:i:i :::!_i:_:i:i:_._i_._:_:::::ii:::_i:::.:,:-.
iiiiiii i_?_:!_i! _i _})ii'_i-:.:-_-_:_._._._i_:_: _::_i:.: ::"-:__::: ::___".".::_:::_: :::::.":::::__::: _:li:_!_!gii il i!ii i i i!!ii!i!i[ 21i ! i ii_ .._,:_:.'..'.:: .`._..`..`;.:._:_`.`_.:_`.._::.:::_.`_:_:?_:.s:::_:_.`.:_`..`.:.:._:::_:.::_i_::..
I_$TEADY _ (Steady Stress) Steady Stress Limit
Figure 2.7. Location of the Worst Vibratory and Steady Stress Combination
on the Modified Goodman Diagram
|
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CARD Blb
Contents: Frequency Correction Factors
1 2 3 4 5











First mode correction factor. Default = 1.0.
CF = Refined Analysis Frequency
Approximate Analysis Frequency
Second mode correction factor. Default = 1.0.
Third mode correction factor. Default = 1.0.
Fourth mode correction factor. Default = 1.0.
Fifth mode correction factor. Default = 1.0.
Tipmode correction factor. Default = 1.0.
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C_ARD B2
Contents: Airfoil Coordinate Input in Data Block A Will be Scaled to Reflect These
Starting Values of Maximum Thickness.
1 2 3 4
I IST(1)[VALT(1)IST(2) _ALT(2) I
2 I0 12_ 20'
.... NTIS times
21 0.8927 I 5 I 0.1447 I 71 0.0837 [ 9 I 0.0576 1 ll 10.0336 [





Station number (as referenced to Block B).
Thickness, inches.







Figure 2.8. Typical Station Locations for Airfoil Maximum Thickness Starting Values
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CARD B3 (Required If NRF > O on Card Bla)
Contents:
1








Inlet static temperature, °F.
Number of aerodynamic stations.
Note: At present, only one station is
allowed.
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CARD B4 (Required If NRF > 0 Qn Card Bla)
Contents: Aerodynamic Data for Flutter Calculation.
1 2 3 4
I 2.0 14.0





Relative Inlet Mach Number (strictly > 1.0).
Corresponding radius in inches.
Inlet static pressure, lbf/ft 2.



























Minimum cruise speed, RPM.







......... ° - - - ° °





Resonance Diagram for a Successfully Tuned Blade
(No Response Crossings Within 5 Percent of the Speed
Operating Range)
i
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_CA]_I2.]__(Required If NRFOD > 0 and ICEPACT=0 on Card Bla)
Contents: Local Foreign Object Damage Input
1 2 3 4 5 6
50 60 /
o.o ]









Impact angle relative to ALPHA on Card B5,
radians (see Figure 2.10). THETA can
calculated as follows:
THETA = ALPHA (at impact radius) -
where (I) = TAN-I((60*Vp) / (2_ * blade
impact radius * RPM)).
Bird density, lb.sec2/in 4.
Timestep, in seconds, lx10 "5 recommended.
Modal damping, 0.0 is recommended.
be
-- fo _ bj_.._ re o
_-_ [ ...... relative velocity
blade velocity
c_ - blade stagger angle
(p- impact angle relative to direction of rotation
0 - impact angle relative to blade stagger angle
_ chord normal
"" 0 "".................. •-.... _ __-_._:- _
.... _ k
Figure 2.10. Geometry of Foreign Object Impact on the Blade
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CAKD_.]_Required If NRFOD > 0 and ICEPACT=I on Card Bla)
Contents: Ice Impact Analysis
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
[ALNGTHAWIDTI-IATHICK VP 40 RHO I TSTEP BETA
10 20 3o 50 6o 7O
0.700 100.00 _.00008410.00001 0.0I 0.700 I 0.700








Length of ice block, inches.
Width of ice block, inches.
Thickness of ice block, inches.
Ice velocity, knots.
Ice density, lb.sec2/in 4.
Time step, in seconds, lx10 -05 recommended
Modal damping, 0.0 is recommended.
Notes:
Although the input required for defining the ice size is in terms of length, width, and thickness,
BLASIM computes an equivalent radius of the spherical ice, and calls the Foreign Object Damage
(FOD) routines. A schematic of a spherical ice impacting on a blade is shown in Figure 2.10. The
impact force is a function of the foreign object velocity as well as the blade velocity.
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_kFJ2._Z_(Required If NRFOD > 0 on Card Bla)
Contents: Foreign Object Damage Input (continued)
1 2 3 4 5
Field _Item Format Description
1 FACT1 F Starting point along the span for impact
modeling expressed as a fraction. (Figure 2.11)
2 FACT2 F Ending point along the span for impact
modeling expressed as a fraction. (Figure 2.11)
3 NREF I Leading edge impact node for local foreign object
damage. Normally use 16. (Figure 2.11)
4 NSTEP Number of timesteps required. 40 is suggested.
5 NIMPACT Number of consecutive ice impacts desired with
geometry update. The code provides output for
pre-and-post ice impact conditions for the
requested analyses.
Notes:
Figure 2.11 shows the local mesh used for ice impact analysis. The region between closest global
stations tO FACT1 and FACT2 will be subdivided into 7 equal stations with 35 nodes. The
schematic of a typical re-meshed region is in Figure 2.11. If the impact node is 16, impact will
take place approximately half way between FACT1 and FACT2. For example, if FACTI=0.5 and
FACT2=0.9, the impact will be at the closest node to 0.7 (70%). It is important to note that the
impact node is in the local system.
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31 50_ Chord .._ I
I






Figure 2.11. Local Foreign Object Damage Model
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Material Properties (Input NMATRL Values)














Youngs modulus in primary (1-1) direction, psi.
Youngs modulus in secondary (2-2) direction, psi.
Poissons ratio.
Shear modulus, psi.




Figure 2.12. Unidirectionally Reinforced Lamina
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CARD BSb (Required If NCD=3 and Fiber-Matrix Combinations are Input)






3 4 5 6 7 8
_'_'_,:1 FVR(I)2_ VD(I)J TU(I)4J TC(I)5J PMOIST(J













Keyword for fiber, see list below.





Percent moisture per weight.
Notes:
The ICAN code [3] uses a dedicated Data Bank containing properties for a large number of fibers
and matrices. A complete listing of the Data Bank can be found in Section B.4 of Appendix B. Some
of the popular fibers and matrices are listed below for user's convenience.
Fiber Matrix
Keyword Description .Ke_word
T300 .... Graphite ........ EPOC ..
P100 Graphite (High Modulus) IMLS
HMSF Surface Fiber (High Modulus) IMHS
SGLA S-Glass HMHS
EGLA E-Glass
._,_,.......... , ..... •
SW4M Stainless Steel Wire
TITF Titanium
-'r_G ...........Tungsom ........
SICA Silicon Carbide on Alum.
BOR5
Description
E xypo Modul Low iiiiiiiii
Inter..Modulus High Strength
_gh Modulus High Strength .........
POLY Polyimide





Boron (5 Mil. Diameter) BORM Boron
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CARD B9
Contents:
(Required If NCD = 1 on Card Bla)
Data Associated With a Hollow Blade Design
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
3.00 7.00 I 0.00051 0.0005 I 0.00 [








Distance to hole from leading edge, inches.
Distance to hole from trailing edge, inches.
Distance to hole from airfoil root, inches.
Distance to hole from airfoil, tip, inches.
Thickness of skin, inches.
Thickness of inlay, inches.
Inlay fiber angle, degrees.
Note_-.
Figure 2.13 shows the dimensions and layup associated with a hollow blade design. Two sets of
material properties are required for the hollow blade: the first material defines the skin
properties and the second defines the inlay properties. BLASIM treats the hollow section as a
third material by defining a material of a very low modulus and high strength. If PREBLASIM is
used to generate BLASIM input file, the material properties of a hollow blade are automatically
written in the input file.
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Figure 2.13. Dimensions and Layup Associated With a Hollow Blade Design
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CARD B9a (Required If NCD = 2 on Card Bla)
Contents: Data Associated with a Superhybrid Blade Design.
1 2 3 4 5 6
o.oosio.oosI so.oo.olo.o o.oI









Outer composite percent (remaining is inner
composite).
Outer composite fiber angle, degrees.
Inner composite fiber angle, degrees.
Added mass patch option.
If AMPA -- 0: No added mass.
If AMPA > 0: Added mass option active,
and AMPA reflects mass per inch 2,
lb.sec2/in 4.
Notes:
Figures 2.14 shows the layup associated with a superhybrid blade design where four materials are
required. If PREBLASIM is used to generate BLASIM input file, the material properties of a




Figure 2.14. Layup Associated with a Superhybrid Blade Design
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(Required If NCD = 3 on Card Bla)
Contents: Layer Thickness for Composite Blade Design.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
I °.°°_i °-°°_i °.°°_ °.°°_I i
.Field Item Format Description
1-7 THKDST F Initial layer thickness, inches (Figure 2.15).
material# !
Illl]illiIIlil]illllli [ilmate"_i'_ii3]III Il llllI)







(a) Material Layup (b) Fiber Orientation in i th Material
Figure 2.15. Layer Configuration of a Composite Blade
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(Required If NCD = 3 on Card Bla)
Contents: Ply Angles for Composite Blade Design.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
PLYDST(1) PLYDST(2) PLYDST(3)16 24







First ply angles for Ith composite
material, degrees (Figure 2.15).
PLYDST(7)
56
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CARD Bgd (Required If NCD = 3 on Card Bla)
Contents: Ply thickness for composite blade design.





















Ply thickness of I th composite
material, inches (Figure 2.15).
Material Layer Configuration
The program computes the number of plies of each material needed to make the layer
thickness of material i equal THKDST (i) (Figure 2.15a).
1. In any given element, if the element total thickness can accommodate 1, 2, 3,...,n-1




If the total thickness can not accommodate all the material layers to their limit, plies are
deleted from the material layers in the order (n-l), (n-2), ... 2. In otherwords, material 1 is
always present and plies in (n-l) th material are deleted first.
If the element thickness is less than the twice the thickness of material 1 (skin), element
thickness is adjusted to be equal to that value.
(b) Fiber Orientation
The iayup is assumed symmetrical with angles alternating in sign starting from the specified
value within a material layer (Figure 2.15b).
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_CbK!2_e_
Contents: Blade cross-section offsets.
1 2 3 4 5 6
o.oooI o.oooI o.oooI o.oooI o.ooolo.ooo
Field Item Format Description
1 ACLX F See below
2 BCLX F "
3 CCLX F "
4 ACLY F "
5 BCLY F "
6 CCLY F "
Notes:
Offsets of spanwise cross-sections from a straight line perpendicular
perpendicular to the engine axis are defined by:
x = ACLX* Z + BCLX* Z2 + CCLX* Z 3
y = ACLY * Z + BCLY * Z2 + CCLy * Z3
where Z is a spanwise variable, y is chordwise, and x is transverse.
to a straight line
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.C,di]_JZ_._ (Required If AMPA _ 0 on Card B9a)
Contents: Local Increased Density Input








Distance to patch from leading edge, inches.
Distance to patch from trailing edge, inches.
Distance to patch from blade root, inches.




Figure 2.16. Dimensions Associated With a Local Increased Density Blade
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CARD Bll
Contents: Material Strength Limits. Input NMATRL Values.
1 2 3 4 5 6







Ultimate tensile strength in fiber direction, psi.
Ultimate compressive strength in fiber
direction, psi.
Ultimate tensile strength perpendicular to fiber
direction, psi.
Ultimate compressive strength perpendicular to
fiber direction, psi.
Ultimate shear strength in x-y direction, psi.




Input all strengths with positive value.
S6P and S6M are usually equal.
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2.3.3 DATA BLOCK C: Boundary Condition Data
The boundary conditions and Guyan reduction data are defaulted in BLASIM. The
degrees of freedom at the root of the blade are restrained. This block is included in





BOUNDARY CONDITION DATA I
Field Item Format Description
1 A A23 must enter BOUNDARY CONDITION DATA
i I
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CARD (22
Contents: Boundary condition data
1 2 3 4 5




6 7 8 9
NODES THRUI51









Boundary data mnemonic, see below.
Optional identification.
Mnemonic, see below.
Suppressed degrees of freedom.
Mnemonic
Starting node to which boundary condition
apply.
Mnemonic.
Final node to which boundary conditions apply.
Of the firstmnemonic (BCS SET) , only the initial B is required.
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CARD C3
Contents: Analysis set data indicator.
1
A 32 ]




Item indicates beginning of analysis set (ASET)
data. The first character must be A. Suggestion:
ASET DATA (Guyan Reduction).
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ANALYZE DOFS I 2'
I
4 5 6 7
A3 I2 B I4
321 4C 48 56











Analyzed degree of freedom at nodes.
Mnemonic
Nodes at which degrees of freedom in field 3 are
analyzed
Input two C4 cards. Each analysis set must contain six nodes. The total number of
analysis degrees of freedom must equal 24. All mnemonics are optional.
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2.3.4 DATA BLOCK D: Pressure Data
This block is to be included in BLASIM.INP if the pressure load is applied.
CARD D1
1
I ELEMENT PRESSURE DATA I
Field Item Format Description
1 A A21 must enter ELEMENT PRESSUI_ DATA
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CARD D2
1 2 3
I A1 l A2 16[
PR





Enter one D2 card per element (total of 80).
card type and element number
Description
Any 16 character mnemonic
Net pressure on element
Fields A1-A2 may be used to identify
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2.3.5 DATA BLOCK E: Fatigue Life Data (Goodman Diagram)







must enter FATIGUE LIFE DATA
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A 161 STL241





Any 8 character mnemonic
Static limit
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CARD E3
1 2





Any 8 character mnemonic
Dynamic Limit
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CARD E4
1 2





Any 8 character mnemonic
Multiple of static pressure used to compute
forcing function












Any 8 character mnemonic
Melting Temperature







Any 8 character mnemonic
Reference Temperature











Any 8 character mnemonic
Root (current) Temperature











Any 8 character mnemonic
Exponent








Any 8 character mnemonic
Forcing function factor
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SECTION 3.O
VALIDATION TEST CASES
Four validation test cases for the static and modal analyses capabilities of BLASIM
are included in this section. The results from static analysis are compared to
MSC/NASTRAN [5] while the results from modal analysis are compared to
MSC/NASTRAN, MARC [6], and MHOST [7].
3.1 SR3 Propfan Blade Under Centrifugal Loading
In this test case, a propfan blade made of aluminum material is subjected to
centrifugal loading of 2000 rpm. Figure 3.1 shows the geometry and finite element
grid of the SR3 propfan blade used. The blade has a uniform thickness of 0.2 inches.
Figure 3.1. Geometry and Finite Element Mesh of the SR3 Propfan Blade
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The input file required to analyze this blade using the BLASIM program is listed
below:




















































































































5.0 1.0 CARD A3
2.0 CARD A4
0.0427 -0.6987 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.0244 -0.3992 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.0000 0.0000 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.0244 0.3992 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.0427 0.6987 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.1929 -1.4174 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.1015 -0.5853 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.0724 -0.3390 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.0087 0.3512 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.0291 0.5578 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.6293 -2.4260 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.3548 -1.3261 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.1202 -0.2297 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.0895 0.8650 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.2999 1.9609 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.9226 -2.7414 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.5450 -1.5921 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.2151 -0.4479 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.0718 0.6946 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.3207 1.8349 0.2000 CARD A6a
-1.1175 -2.8284 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.6586 -1.6652 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.2516 -0.5063 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.1137 0.6491 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.4278 1.8035 0.2000 CARD A6a
-1.1571 -2.5743 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.6398 -1.4487 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.1763 -0.3284 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.2503 0.7908 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.6269 1.9067 0.2000 CARD A6a
-1.0395 -2.0722 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.4805 -1.0092 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.0260 0.0507 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.4973 1.1084 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.9197 2.1632 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.7514 -1.3955 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.1736 -0.4223 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.3542 0.5477 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.8482 1.5146 0.2000 CARD A6a
1.2962 2.4797 0.2000 CARD A6a
-0.2627 -0.5530 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.3006 0.2949 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.8169 1.1409 0.2000 CARD A6a
1.3065 1.9844 0.2000 CARD A6a
1.7529 2.8262 0.2000 CARD A6a
0.9192 1.0088 0.2000 CARD A6a
1.3469 1.5671 0.2000 CARD A6a
1.7427 2.1232 0.2000 CARD A6a
2.1224 2.6784 0.2000 CARD A6a
2.4765 3.2322 0.2000 CARD A6a
1.7253 1.9169 0.2000 CARD A6a
2.0074 2.2667 0.2000 CARD A6a
2.2727 2.6154 0.2000 CARD A6a
2.5290 2.9628 0.2000 CARD A6a
2.7682 3.3100 0.2000 CARD A6a
|
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0.0 0.200 0.000 0.0
5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1.0001.0001.0001.0001.0001.000
2 0.2000 5 0.2000 7 0.2000 9 0.200011 0.2000
2500.000 1500.000 5 1 2 3 4 5
0.100E*08 0.100E+08 0.30000 0.385E+07 0.00025
8.0
0 1. 98764 1
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000










The case discussed here was also solved using MSC/NASTRAN. The results from
both programs, BLASIM and MSC/NASTRAN are in very good agreement. Figure
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Figure 3.2a. Displacements Comparison of BLASIM and MSC/NASTRAN Results
(Static Analysis - Centrifugal Loading)
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Figure 3.2b. Stress Comparison of BLASIM and MSC/NASTRAN Results
(Static Analysis - Centrifugal Loading)
3.2 SR3 Propfan Blade Under Uniform Pressure Loading
The same propfan blade is used in this case with a uniform pressure of 1 psi applied
on all elements. The input file to the BLASIM code is listed below:
































1.7000 0 0000 0.
1 7000 -0 0244 0.
1 7000 -0 0427 0.
2 9300 -0 1929 -i
2 9300 -0 1015 -0
2 9300 -0 0724 -0
2 9300 0 0087 0
2 9300 0 0291 0
4 0000 -0 6293 -2
4 0000 -0 3548























-i 3261 0 2000
-0 2297 0 2000
0 8650 0 2000






































































































































5 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
1.0001.0001.0001.0001.0001.000
2 0.2000 5 0.2000 7 0.2000 9 0.200011 0.2000
2500.000 1500.000 5 1 2 3 4 5
0.100E+08 0.100E+08 0.30000 0.385E+07 0.00025
8.0
0 1.98764 1
0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000
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Figure 3.3a. Displacement Comparison of BLASIM and MSC/NASTRAN Results
(Static Analysis - Pressure Loading)
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Figure 3.3b. Stress Comparison of BLASIM and MSC/NASTRAN Results
(Static Analysis - Pressure Loading)
3.3 SR2 Propfan Blade Under Centrifugal Loading
An SR2 composite propfan blade (Figure 3.4) constructed with [0,_+45,0] Titanium/
Graphite-Epoxy/Titanium and subjected to a centrifugal load of 3000 rpm is
analyzed using BLASIM and MSC/NASTRAN.
Figure 3.4. Finite Element Mesh of the SR2 Composite Propfan Blade
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7 7420 0 8840
7 7420 0 4030
7 7420 -0 0490
7 7420 -0 4800
7 7420 -0 8830
9 0940 0 9510
9 0940 0 4400












































1 8630 0 0356
-I 5640 0 0486
-0 7400 0 1198
0 0810 0 1447
0 9020 0 1122
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.0001.0001.0001.0001.0001.000 CARD Blb
2 0.8927 5 0.1447 7 0.0837 9 0.057611 0.0336 CARD B2
3200.000 2800.000 3 1 2 3 CARD B5
16.5E06 16.5E06 0.3000 6.40E06 .000440 CARD B8
32.0E06 1.0E+06 0.2500 0.70E06 .000150 CARD B8
32.0E06 1.0E+06 0.2500 0.70E06 .000150 CARD B8
16.5E06 16.5E06 0.3000 6.40E06 .000440 CARD B8
0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 CARD Bgb
0.000 +45.0 -45.0 0.000 CARD B9c
0.005 0.005 0.005 0.005 CARD Bgd
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 CARD B9e
7.40E4 7.40E4 7.40E4 7.40E4 4.40E4 4.40E4 CARD BII
17.50E4 17.5E04 5.0E03 5.0E03 10.0E3 10.0E3 CARD BII
17.50E4 17.5E04 5.0E03 5.0E03 10.0E3 10.0E3 CARD BII
7.40E4 7.40E4 7.40E4 7.40E4 4.40E4 4.40E4 CARD BII
The displacements obtained from BLASIM are compared to those provided by
MSC/NASTRAN. The displacement results show very good agreement and are
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Figure 3.5. Displacements Comparison of BLASIM and MSC/NASTRAN Results
(Static Analysis - Centrifugal Loading)
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The stresses at the root of the blade obtained from BLASIM and MSC/NASTRAN
are presented in the following table:
Source Root Stress (psi)
BLASIM 883.93
MSC/NASTRAN 884.20
3.4 Free Vibration Analysis of an SR3 Propfan Blade
A free vibration analysis was conducted on the propfan blade used in Sections 3.1
and 3.2 to extract the first three natural frequencies. The results are compared to the
solution provided by MSC/NASTRAN, MARC and MHOST. The BLASIM natural
frequencies (cycles/sec) are in very good agreement with the ones from other finite
element programs. A summary of the results is given:
Mode # BLASIM MSC/NASTRAN MARC MHOST
1 52.30 51.89 51.00 49.58
2 228.74 226.95 251.57 206.10
3 403.52 400.35 447.20 402.80
Notes:
The discrepancies for the second and third modes in the above table are due to the following:
1. BLASIM and MSC/NASTRAN use lumped mass method.
2. MARC and MHOST use consistent mass method.
3. BLASIM, MSC/NASTRAN, and MARC models consisted of 80 triangular elements while the
MHOST model consisted of 40 quadrilateral elements.
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APPENDIX A
ICE IMPACT ANALYSIS OF SR-2 BLADE
A.1 Problem Description
The SR-2 unswept titanium propfan blade under centrifugal load of 4000 rpm and
uniform pressure of 5 psi is considered for analysis using BLASIM. Static, modal,
ice impact, flutter, and fatigue analyses capabilities are demonstrated in this
problem. The blade is subject to a single ice impact at approximately 70% of the
span. The ice speed is 100 knots and its dimensions are 0.7"x0.7"x0.7". Flutter
analysis is conducted at a Mach number of 1.1 with a temperature of 32 F and a
pressure of one atmosphere. The fatigue analysis input parameters selected for this
case include static and dynamic stress limits of 75000 and 30000 psi, respectively,
with a forcing function of 1.0.
In the input file, the geometry is defined using the finite element grid. A schematic
of the planform of the blade with finite element grid is shown in the Figure A.1.
The listing of the complete input is given in the next section.
/I\ I
\/'\/
Figure A.1 Planform of the SR-2 Unswept Blade with Finite Element Grid
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A.2 Input File
The interactive input generator PREBLASIM is used to create the input file to
BLASIM, BLASIM.INP. Since the finite element grid option is used, a file named
GRID.DAT containing the grid coordinates and thicknesses is prepared.

































































































































-0 7760 1 7250
0 8840 -I 4970
0 4030 -0 7110
-0 0490 0 0750
-0 4800 0 8600
-0 8830 1 6460
0 9510 -i 4200
0 4400 -0 6750
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GRID 53 12.2500 -0.0140 0.0170 0.0336
GRID 54 12.2500 -0.2110 0.2510 0.0265
GRID 55 12.2500 -0.4080 0.4850 0.0066
Instructions for using PREBLASIM are given in section 2.1 of this manual. The










LL AAAAAA SSSSSS IIIIIIII MM MM
LL AA AA SS II MM MM MM
LL AA AA SS II MM MM MM
LL AAAAAAAA SSSSSS II MM MM MM
LL AA AA SS II MM MM
LL AA AA SS II MM MM
LLLLLLLL AA AA SSSSSS IIIIIIII MM MM
Preprocessor for
BLades ASsessment for ice IMpact
This Module Will Automatically Generate Input File for BLASIM
Program. The Blade Geometry May be Defined in One of the
Following Forms: a)Provide the Blade Finite Element Nodal
Coordinates and their Thicknesses Thru a File, b)Supply the
Airfoil Coordinates Thru a File, c)Select one of the Built-in
NACA Airfoils. Any Wrong Entries or Defaulted Data May be
Changed by Editing the Input File Created by the Program. To
Find the Data Card Number, Variable Name and its Description,
See Appendix A of the BLASIM User's Manual.
.... hit return to continue ....
Summary of the Information Needed to Run the BLASIM Interactive
Program is Given Here:
Description of Entry
i. Definition of Blade Geometry, Choices are:
a. Finite element coordinates & Thicknesses
b. Airfoil Coordinates & Stagger Angles
c. Construction of Blade With Built-in
Airfoil Models
2. Number of Blades & Operating Speed
3. Blade Root Angle & Thickness, Broach Angle
4. Option for Local & Root Ice Impact Analysis[
5. Option for Flutter Analysis
6. Option for Forcing Function Calculation
7. Redline & Minimum Cruise Speeds
8. Number of Excitation Orders & Order Number
9. Blade Type & Elastic Material Properties
i0. Pressure Data (Optional)















.... hit return to continue ....
Enter Title of the Problem :
SR2 Unswept Titanium Blade
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Blade Description and Analyses Options
......................................
The Terms in Bold are User 's
This is the First Section of the Input File. The Blade Geometry
Speed, and Analyses Options are Defined Here. The User is Expected
to Provide the Blade Finite Element Nodal or Airfoil Coordinates
Thru a Data File or Select an Airfoil Model to Construct the Blade.
See the User's Manual For More Details.
Airfoil or Finite Element Input (A/F)? :F
Enter format of the Grid coord. (x,y,z & thickness) :24x, 4f8.4
Enter Geometry Filename :grid.dat
Enter Number of Blades, and Blade Speed (rpm) :8 4000
Do You want to scale the Input Blade Thicknesses
Along the Span (Enter Yes or No) :n
Enter Blade Description Starting Station # :2
Do You Need Local Ice Impact Damage Analysis?
(Enter Yes or No) :y
Do You Need Root Ice Damage Analysis?
(Enter Yes or No) :y
Enter Ice Piece Length, Width, and Thickness
Enter Ice Velocity (knots) :i00
(inches) :0.7 0.7 0.7
Ice Density is Defaulted to 8.42E-05 (ib.sec**2/in**4)
Enter Density Now or Hit Return to Accept Default Value:
Enter Starting and Ending Ice Impact Location
Along the Span as Fractions for Impact Modelling:O.5 0.9
Enter the Number of Consecutive Ice Impacts
(It Includes Geometry Update Following Each Impact) :1
Do You Need Flutter Analysis?
(Enter Yes or No) :y
Enter No. Roots Calculated by Flutter Analysis :5
Enter Inlet Static Temperature (deg. F), and
Inlet Static Pressure (ibf/ft**2) :32 2117
Enter Relative Inlet Mach Number (> I), and
Corresponding radius (inches) :i.i 12.25
Do You Need Resonance Margin Analysis?
(Enter Yes or No) :y
Do you Need Forcing Function Calculated?
(Enter Yes or No) :y
Enter Redline and Minimum Cruise Speeds (RPM) :4100 3900
Enter Number of Excitation Orders (max. 5):3
Enter 3 Excitation Order Nos. (1,2,3, etc.) :I 2 3
Entries
Enter Code for Type of Blade Construction
(0:solid; l:hollow; 2:superhybrid; 3:composite :0
Enter Eli, E22, Nul2, GI2, and Density
for Solid Blade:16.5e06 16.5e06 0.3 6.34e06 0.00044
Enter Ultimate Strengths (psi): Tension-ll,
Compression-ll, Tension-22, Compression-22, and
Shear-12 for Solid Blade:74000 74000 74000 74000 44400
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The Blade Offsets are defined as..
x = ACLX*Z + BCLX*Z**2 + CCLX*Z**3
y = ACLY*Z + BCLY*Z**2 + CCLY*Z**3
where Z is spanwise variable
y is chordwise variable
and x is transverse variable
The Offsets are Defaulted to Zero, to Accept the
Default Values Hit Return or Enter Now ACLX, BCLX,
CCLX, ACLY, BCLY, and CCLY:
Pressure Data
This is the Third Section of the Input File Where Pressure Loading
Data are Defined. If Pressure Loading is Applied, the User Has the
Option of Either Providing Data Thru a File or Entering a Uniform
Pressure in This Section. Refer to the User's Manual for Details.
Is there Any Pressure Loading (Enter Yes or No) :y
Will the Pressure Data Be Supplied Thru a Data File
(Enter Yes or No) :n
The Pressure Entered Here is Uniform For All Elements
Enter the Value of the Element Pressure:5
Fatigue Life Data
This Section of the Input File is for Fatigue Data. If Fatigue
Analysis is Desired, then Data Such as Static and Dynamic Stress
Limits are Entered Here. Refer to the User's Manual for Details.
Do You Need to Enter Fatigue life Data for Forcing
Function Calculation? (Enter Yes or No) :y
Enter Static and Dynamic Stress Limits (psi) :75000 30000
Enter Multiple of Static Pressure:0
Enter Root Current, Reference, and Melting Temperatures
Enter the Exponent:l
Enter Forcing Function Factor: 1
(F) :3.00 100 2000
Boundary Conditions Data
........................
Boundary conditions Data Are Defaulted, i.e., All Degrees of
Freedom at the Blade Root are Restrained. To Change the Defaulted
Boundary Conditions, Refer to the User Manual, Section 2.0
The Input File Required to Run the BLASIM Code is Generated
Under the Name BLASIM.INP. Use the Command or Job File Given
in the User's Manual to Run the Code on VAX or CRAY XMP.
I
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The input file generated by PREBLASIM and used directly to run BLASIM is listed
below:





















































































































0 0000 -0 4710
0 0000 -0 1980
0 0000 0 0000
0 0000 0 1980
0 0000 0 4710
0 0650 -0 5500
0 0510 -0 2190
0 0240 -0 0200
-0 0030 0 1980
0 0000 0 4710
0 4940 -I 5130
0 2030 -0 6550
-0 0540 0 1990
-0 2780 1 0540
-0 4710 1 9120
0 6530 -I 5240
0 2770 -0 6760
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5 3 5 0
.0001.0001.000








1 1 2 0 1 1.02307 1
0.0837 9 0.057611 0.0336
1
2117.00000





0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000







































































































































































































































i. 0 CARD E8
1.0 CARD E9
A.3 Output File (Unit 30)
The output file generated by BLASIM and containing static, modal, ice impact,
flutter, and fatigue output is given here. BLASIM provides analysis information
prior and following each impact. This capability shows to what extent the
characteristics of the blade have been altered due to ice impact.
BBBBBBB LL AAAAAA SSSSSS IIIIIIII MM MM
BB BB LL AA AA SS II MMM MMM
BB BB LL AA AA SS II MM MM MM
BBBBBB LL AAAAAAAA SSSSSS II MM MM
BB BB LL AA AA SS II MM MM
BB BB LL AA AA SS II MM MM
BBBBBBB LLLLLLLL AA AA SSSSSS IIIIIIII MM MM
BLade ASsessment for Ice iMpact
* * * * Initial Blade Geometry * * * *
Grid # X Y Z Thickness
......................





























































































































































































































** * * * * Tip Displacements
Untwist -1.1088
Uncamber -0.3939
Max Tip Extension 0.0123
Max In Plane Displ 0.7026 0.1287
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* * * * Resonance Margin Information * * * *
Frequencies At 4000.2 rpm 157.48 489.16 761.59
Frequencies At 4400.4 rpm 165.92 497.73 763.45
Red Line Speed-rpm = 4100.0 Min Cruise Speed-rpm = 3900.0
Frequency-cps Frequency-cps

































































* * * * * * * * * Forced Response Output * * * * * * * * *





























































































* * * * FLUTTER OUTPUT * * * *
NASA FLUTTER ANALYSIS
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3 3
* * * * STRESS OUTPUT * * * *
ROOT STRESS (PSI) = 0.59837E+04
NUMBER OF BLADES = 0.80000E+01
0.13432E+03
I Blade Analysis Due To The First Ice Impact I
* * * * Ice Impact Location * * * *
Local Region Close To 50.00% Of The span Is At Radius = 7.742 inch
Local Region Close To 90.00% Of The Span Is At Radius = 11.348 inch













































































































* * * " Ice Impact Input and Derived Parameters * * * *
Blade velocity at impact radius .....
Ice velocity ........................
Ice equivalent radius ...............
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Global corresponding impact node ....









** * * * Out-of-Plane Impact Displacements * * * *
Local Grid # Displacement Local Grid # Displacement
.................................................
1 0.000000 2 0.000000
3 0.000000 4 0.000000
5 0.000000 6 -0.004714
7 0.015953 8 0.018654
9 0.009488 I0 0.000000
Ii -0.014553 12 0.023231
13 0.031157 14 0.015600
15 0.000000 16 -0.021353
17 0.024818 18 0.041884
19 0.020296 20 0.000000
21 -0.021474 22 0.026737
23 0.043128 24 0.021075
25 0.000000 26 -0.016921
27 0.025133 28 0.031741
29 0.016112 30 0.000000
31 0.000000 32 0.000000
33 0.000000 34 0.000000
35 0.000000
* * * * Local Ice Impact Output * * * *
Maximum Leading Edge Strain % ......... 0.I0370E+01
Time Of Occurence ..................... 0.21000E-03
* * * * Updated Blade Geometry Due To The First






























































































Ice Impact * * * *
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24 6.3890 -0.4260 0.9020 0.1122
25 6.3890 -0.7760 1.7250 0.0340
26 7.7420 0.8840 -1.4970 0.0388
27 7.7420 0.4030 -0.7110 0.0956
28 7.7420 -0.0490 0.0750 0.1142
29 7.7420 -0.4800 0.8600 0.0896
30 7.7420 -0.8830 1.6460 0.0279
31 9.0952 0.9377 -1.4292 0.0285
32 9.0927 0.4686 -0.6557 0.0702
33 9.0940 -0.0500 0.0680 0.0837
34 9.0940 -0.5250 0.8120 0.0651
35 9.0940 -0.9780 1.5560 0.0207
36 I0.4481 0.9528 -1.2986 0.0232
37 10.4458 0.4870 -0.5915 0.0572
38 10.4470 -0.0450 0.0570 0.0680
39 10.4470 -0.5400 0.7290 0.0530
40 10.4470 -1.0260 1.4020 0.0172
41 11.3480 0.8950 -1.1220 0.0193
42 11.3480 0.4270 -0.5380 0.0484
43 i1.3480 -0.0370 0.0450 0.0576
44 11.3480 -0.4980 0.6290 0.0449
45 11.3480 -0.9550 1.2130 0.0148
46 11.7990 0.8050 -0.9800 0.0144
47 11.7990 0.3860 -0.4710 0.0384
48 11.7990 -0.0310 0.0370 0.0456
49 11.7990 -0.4460 0.5450 0.0357
50 11.7990 -0.8600 1.0540 0.0112
51 12.2500 0.3810 -0.4520 0.0082
52 12.2500 0.1830 -0.2180 0.0283
53 12.2500 -0.0140 0.0170 0.0336
54 12.2500 -0.2110 0.2510 0.0265
55 12.2500 -0.4080 0.4850 0.0066
* * * * Root Ice Impact output * * * *
Root ice impact response (Mod. dist. crit.)
At element number ........................
At layer number ...........................
** * * * * Tip Displacements * * * * *
Untwist -0.5961
Uncamber -0.8136
Max Tip Extension 0.0106




* * * * Resonance Margin Information * * * *
Frequencies At 4000.2 rpm 159.07 518.40 759.46
Frequencies At 4400.4 rpm 167.29 526.10 761.30
Red Line Speed-rpm = 4100.0 Min Cruise Speed-rpm = 3900.0
Frequency-cps Frequency-cps Margin Margin
(Red Line) (Min Cruise) (Red Line) (Min Cruise)
0.16108E+03 0.15707E+03 0.13573E+01 -0.14165E+01
0.16108E+03 0.15707E+03 0.17867E+00 -0.20825E+00
0.16108E+03 0.15707E+03 -0.21422E+00 0.19450E+00
0.52026E+03 0.51657E+03 0.66136E+01 -0.69472E+01
0.52026E+03 0.51657E+03 0.28068E+01 -0.29736E+01
0.52026E+03 0.51657E+03 0.15379E+01 -0.16491E+01
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0.75990E+03 0.75902E+03 0.45602E+01 -0.48386E+01 0.45602E+01 2 3
0.75990E+03 0.75902E+03 0.27068E+01 -0.28924E+01 0.27068E+01 3 3
* * * * * * * * * Forced Response Output * * * * * * * * *





























































































* * * * FLUTTER OUTPUT * * * *
NASA FLUTTER ANALYSIS








* * * * STRESS OUTPUT * * * *
ROOT STRESS (PSI) = 0.59757E+04
NUMBER OF BLADES = 0.80000E+01
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A.4 Modal Analysis Results (Unit 45)
The modal analysis results are written to a file on logical unit 45. These data can be
used to evaluate the mode shapes for pre-and-post-ice impact conditions. A listing
of the modal analysis output file is given in this section. For each mode, the natural
frequency and the global modal displacements T1, T2, and T3 (i.e. u, v, and w) are
provided. The modal output file for the example used in this appendix is listed
below:



























































































































































































































































































































































0 00157 0 00232 0
0 00043-0 00003 0
-0 00031-0 00175 0
-0 00071-0 00322-0
-0 00093-0 00474-0
0 00196 0 00462 0
0 00051-0 00083 0
-0 00076-0 00622 0
-0 00154-0 01107-0
-0 00174-0 01427-0
0 00354 0 03480 0




-0 00198 0 15977 0.




-0 02088 0 49142 0.
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0.15907E+03
POST-IMPACT








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The blade and the first three natural mode shapes before and after first ice impact are
shown in Figures A.2 and A.3 respectively. As described earlier in Section 2.0, the
finite element mesh of the blade consists of 11 spanwise and 5 chordwise stations.
However, for the sake of clarity, 21x9 grid lines are shown in the mode shapes after
interpolation of modal displacements.
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SR2 Blade First Mode Second Mode Third Mode
(157.48 cps) (489.16 cps) (761.59 cps)
Figure A.2 Results of Dynamic Analysis from SR2 Titanium Blade
Prior to Ice Impact
SR2 Blade Ftrst Mode Second Mode Third Mode
(159.07 cps) (518.4 cps) (759.46 cps)
Figure A.3 Results of Dynamic Analysis from SR2 Titanium Blade After
First Ice Impact
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A.5 Parametric Study
For the SR-2 unswept titanium blade, parametric study is performed at 4000 rpm by
varying ice speed. The average leading edge strain and the impact angle (relative to











Ice Radius = 0.43"
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Figure A.4 Variation of Average Leading Edge Strain and Impact Angle with Ice
Speed




For the composite blade, the ply properties can be input directly or determined
based on the given fiber-matrix combination. In this appendix, the usage of the
fiber-matrix option is demonstrated. BLASIM uses ICAN (Integrated Composite
ANalyzer) to generate the ply properties. The material properties of fiber and
matrices are picked from a dedicated Data Bank (See Section B.4). This data base
reduces the burden on the user in preparing the necessary data for the constituent
properties.
An SR2 composite blade is used to demonstrate the usage of ICAN. The blade is
subjected to centrifugal load of 4000 rpm and uniform pressure of 3 psi. The ice
impact conditions are the same as those used in Section A.1. Three fibers and







The BLASIM interactive input generator, PREBLASIM, is used to create the input
file for this demonstration case. The finite element grid file used here is the same as
the one listed in Section A.2. The interactive session as displayed on a computer
screen when running PREBLASIM is listed below:
BBBBBBB LL AAAAAA SSSSSS IIIIIIII MM MM
BB BB LL AA AA SS II MM MM MM
BB BB LL AA AA SS II MM MM MM
BBBBBB LL AAAAAAAA SSSSSS II MMMMMM
BB BB LL AA AA SS II MM MM
BB BB LL AA AA SS II MM MM
BBBBBBB LLLLLLLL AA AA SSSSSS IIIIIIII MM MM
Preprocessor for
BLades ASsessment for ice IMpact
This Module Will Automatically Generate Input File for BLASIM
Program. The Blade Geometry May be Defined in One of the
Following Forms: a)Provide the Blade Finite Element Nodal
Coordinates and their Thicknesses Thru a File, b) Supply the
Airfoil Coordinates Thru a File, c)Select one of the Built-in
NACA Airfoils. Any Wrong Entries or Defaulted Data May be
Changed by Editing the Input File Created by the Program. To
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Find the Data Card Number, Variable Name and its Description,
See Appendix A of the BLASIM User's Manual.
.... hit return to continue ....
Summary of the Information Needed to Run the BLASIM Interactive
Program is Given Here:
Description of Entry
I. Definition of Blade Geometry, Choices are:
a. Finite element coordinates & Thicknesses
b. Airfoil Coordinates & Stagger Angles
c. Construction of Blade With Built-in
Airfoil Models










Blade Root Angle & Thickness, Broach Angle
Option for Local & Root Ice Impact Analysis
Option for Flutter Analysis
Option for Forcing Function Calculation
Redline & Minimum Cruise Speeds
Number of Excitation Orders & Order Number
Blade Type & Elastic Material Properties
Pressure Data (Optional)















.... hit return to continue ....
Enter Title of the Problem :
SR2 Modified Composite Blade
Blade Description and Analyses Options
The Terms in Bold are User's Entries
This is the First Section of the Input File. The Blade Geometry
Speed, and Analyses Options are Defined Here. The User is Expected
to Provide the Blade Finite Element Nodal or Airfoil Coordinates
Thru a Data File or Select an Airfoil Model to Construct the Blade.
See the User's Manual For More Details.
Airfoil or Finite Element Input (A/F)? :f
Enter format of the Grid coord. (x,y,z & thickness):24x,4f8.4
Enter Geometry Filename :grid.d at
Enter Number of Blades, and Blade Speed (rpm):8 4000
Do YOU want to scale the Input Blade Thicknesses
Along the Span (Enter Yes or No):n
Enter Blade Description Starting Station # :2
Do You Need Local Ice Impact Damage Analysis?
(Enter Yes or No) :y
Do You Need Root Ice Damage Analysis?
(Enter Yes or No) :y
Enter Ice Piece Length, Width, and Thickness (inches) :0.7 0.7 0.7
Enter Ice Velocity (knots) :100
Ice Density is Defaulted to 8.42E-05 (ib.sec**2/in**4)
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Enter Density Now or Hit Return to Accept Default Value:
Enter Starting and Ending Ice Impact Location
Along the Span as Fractions for Impact Modelling:0.5 0.9
Enter the Number of Consecutive Ice Impacts
(It Includes Geometry Update Following Each Impact):l
Do You Need Flutter Analysis?
(Enter Yes or No) :y
Enter No. Roots Calculated by Flutter Analysis :5
Enter Inlet Static Temperature (deg. F), and
Inlet Static Pressure (ibf/ft**2) :32 2117
Enter Relative Inlet Mach Number (> i), and
Corresponding radius (inches) :i.I 12.25
Do You Need Resonance Margin Analysis?
(Enter Yes or No) :y
Do you Need Forcing Function Calculated?
(Enter Yes or No) :y
Enter Redline and Minimum Cruise Speeds (RPM) :4200 3800
Enter Number of Excitation Orders (max. 5):3
Enter 3 Excitation Order Nos. (1,2,3, etc.) :i 2 3
Enter Code for Type of Blade Construction
(0:solid; l:hollow; 2:superhybrid; 3:composite):3
Enter No. of Materials (max.: 7) :3
For Composite Blade Option in BLASIM, Select One of the
Following:
or
i. Supply Material Elastic Properties
2. Generate Material Elastic Properties Using ICAN
(Integrated Composite ANalyzer) Based on Specified
Fiber and Matrix
Enter Choice:2
The Table Below Lists the Fiber and Matrix Types Available
in the ICAN Data Bank. The Properties for Each Composite will




PI00 Graphite (High Modulus)
HMSF Surface Fiber (High Mod.)
SGLA S-Glass
EGLA E-Glass
SW4M Stainless Steel Wire
TITF Titanium
TUNG Tungsten
SICA Silicon Carbide on Alum.




IMLS Inter. Mod. Low Str.
IMHS Inter. Mod. High Str.







Note: Keywords for Fiber and Matrix Can be Entered in
Lower or Upper Case.
i i i
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Enter Keyword for the Fiber for Material # l:t300
Enter Keyword for the Matrix for Material # l:tit6
Enter the Fiber Volume Ratio for Material # 1:0.4
Enter the Void Volume Ratio for Material # I:0
Enter the Use and Cure Temperatures for Material # 1:70 70
Enter the Percentage of Moisture Content by Weight for
Material # I: 0.0
Enter Keyword for the Fiber for Material # 2:t300
Enter Keyword for the Matrix for Material # 2:epoc
Enter the Fiber Volume Ratio for Material # 2:0.4
Enter the Void Volume Ratio for Material # 2:0
Enter the Use and Cure Temperatures for Material # 2:70 70
Enter the Percentage of Moisture Content by Weight for
Material # 2: 0.0
Enter Keyword for the Fiber for Material # 3:tiff
Enter Keyword for the Matrix for Material # 3:tit6
Enter the Fiber Volume Ratio for Material # 3:0.4
Enter the Void Volume Ratio for Material # 3:0
Enter the Use and Cure Temperatures for Material # 3:70 70
Enter the Percentage of Moisture Content by Weight for
Material # 3: 0.0
Note: the Blade Cross Section is made of
Symmetric Composite and Material Layers
are Numbered from Outside to Inside
For Composite Blade ---
Enter Thickness of Material # 1:0.005
Enter Thickness of Material # 2:0.02
Enter Thickness of Material # 3:0.005
Enter First Ply Orientation in Material # 1:0
Enter First Ply Orientation in Material # 2:45
Enter First Ply Orientation in Material # 3:0
Enter Ply Thickness in Material # 1:0.005
Enter Ply Thickness in Material # 2 :0.02
Enter Ply Thickness in Material # 3:0.005
The Blade Offsets are defined as..
x = ACLX*Z + BCLX*Z**2 + CCLX*Z**3
y = ACLY*Z + BCLY*Z**2 + CCLY*Z**3
where Z is spanwise variable
y is chordwise variable
and x is transverse variable
The Offsets are Defaulted to Zero, to Accept the
Default Values Hit Return or Enter Now ACLX, BCLX,
CCLX, ACLY, BCLY, and CCLY:
Pressure Data
This is the Third Section of the Input File Where Pressure Loading
Data are Defined. If Pressure Loading is Applied, the User Has the
Option of Either Providing Data Thru a File or Entering a Uniform
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Pressure in This Section. Refer to the User's Manual for Details.
Is there Any Pressure Loading (Enter Yes or No):y
Will the Pressure Data Be Supplied Thru a Data File
(Enter Yes or No) :n
The Pressure Entered Here is Uniform For All Elements
Enter the Value of the Element Pressure:3
Fatigue Life Data
This Section of the Input File is for Fatigue Data. If Fatigue
Analysis is Desired, then Data Such as Static and Dynamic Stress
Limits are Entered Here. Refer to the User's Manual for Details.
Do You Need to Enter Fatigue life Data for Forcing
Function Calculation? (Enter Yes or No):y
Enter Static and Dynamic Stress Limits (psi):75000 30000
Enter Multiple of Static Pressure:0
Enter Root Current, Reference, and Melting Temperatures (F):70 70 2000
Enter the Exponent:l
Enter the Forcing Function:l
Boundary Conditions Data
Boundary Conditions Data Are Defaulted, i.e., All Degrees of
Freedom at the Blade Root are Restrained. To Change the Defaulted
Boundary Conditions, Refer to the User Manual, Section 2.0
The Input File Required to Run the BLASIM Code is Generated
Under the Name BLASIM.INP. Use the Command or Job File Given
in the User's Manual to Run the Code on VAX or CRAY XMP.
B.3 Input File
The input file generated by PREBLASIM for this demonstration case is listed here:




















2.0600 0.0000 -0.4710 0.7267
2.0600 0.0000 -0.1980 1.0125
2.0600 0.0000 0 0000 I 0857
2.0600 0.0000 0 1980 1 0125
2.0600 0.0000 0 4710 0 7267
2.7780 0.0650 -0 5500 0 6666
2.7780 0.0510 -0 2190 0 7926
2.7780 0.0240 -0 0200 0 8927
2.7780 -0.0030 0.1980 0.8587
2.7780 0.0000 0.4710 0.7465
3.6840 0.4940 -1.5130 0.0990
3.6840 0.2030 -0.6550 0.2737
3.6840 -0.0540 0.1990 0.3339
3.6840 -0.2780 1.0540 0.2339






























































5 3 5 3
.0001.0001.000






































































































3 1 2 0 1 1.02307
0.0837 9 0.057611 0.0336
1
2117.00000
3 1 2 3
0.70000 I00.00000 0.000084
16 40 1
0.40 0.00 70.00 70.00
0.40 0.00 70.00 70.00
















































































































































































































































































































































































The output file obtained by running BLASIM using this input file will be very
similar to the one shown in Section A.3, hence it is not shown here.
B.4 ICAN Data Bank
The ICAN Data Bank is divided into two parts: fiber material properties and matrix
material properties. The Data Bank that is currently available with the BLASIM
code is Hsted below:
FIBER PROPERTIES
ADHX FIBER EQUIVALENT PROPERTIES OF ADHESIVE.
Number of fibers per end Nf 1
Filament equivalent diameter df 0.500E-03
Weight density Rhof 0.400E-01
Normal moduli (ii) Efll 0.300E+06
Normal moduli (22) Ef22 0.300E+06
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2 0.450E+00
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23 0.450E+00
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2 0.I03E+06
Shear moduli (23) Gf23 0.I03E+06
Thermal expansion coef. (II) Alfafll 0.570E-04
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22 0.570E-04
Heat conductivity (ii) Kfll 0.125E+01
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22 0.125E+01
Heat capacity Cf 0.250E+00
Fiber tensile strength SfT 0.800E+04

















ADHF FIBER EQUIVALENT PROPERTIES OF ADHESIVE.
Number of fibers per end Nf 1
Filament equivalent diameter df 0.500E-03
Weight density Rhof 0.400E-01
Normal moduli (ii) Efll 0.300E+06
Normal moduli (22) Ef22 0.300E+06
Poisson"s ratio (12) Nufl2 0.450E+00
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23 0.450E+00
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2 0.I03E+06
Shear moduli (23) Gf23 0.I03E+06
Thermal expansion coef. (II) Alfafll 0.360E-04
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22 0.360E-04
Heat conductivity (II) Kfll 0.125E+01














Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT
Fiber compressive strength SfC
HALF
Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (ii) Efll
Normal moduli (22) El22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Nufl2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (ii) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT
Fiber compressive strength SfC
F185 ISOTROPIC SOLID . MARCH 4, 1990.
Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (II) Efll
Normal moduli (22) Ef22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (ii) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT
Fiber compressive strength SfC
F186 ISOTROPIC SOLID . MARCH 4, 1990.
Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (Ii) Efll
Normal moduli (22) El22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Nufl2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (II) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (Ii) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT
Fiber compressive strength SfC
T300 GRAPHITE FIBER.
Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
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Normal moduli (22) Ef22 0.200E+07
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2 0.200E+00
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23 0.250E+00
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2 0.130E+07
Shear moduli (23) Gf23 0.700E+06
Thermal expansion coef. (II) Alfafll -.550E-06
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22 0.560E-05
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (ii) KFII 0.403E+03
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (22) KF22 0.403E+02
Heat capacity Cf 0.170E+00
Fiber tensile strength SfT 0.350E+06
Fiber compressive strength SfC 0.300E+06
DALF TO CHECK DALE BROWN'S DATA
Number of fibers per end Nf 3000
Filament equivalent diameter df 0.226E-03
Weight density Rhof 0.533E-01
Normal moduli (Ii) Efll 0.807E+08
Normal moduli (22) Ef22 0.229E+08
Poisson"s ratio (12) Nufl2 0.197E+00
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23 0.325E+00
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2 0.420E+07
Shear moduli (23) Gf23 0.769E+06
Thermal expansion coef. (ii) Alfafll 0.238E-04
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22 0.183E-04
Heat conductivity (Ii) Kfll 0.250E+03
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22 0.546E+03
Heat capacity Cf 0.145E+01
Fiber tensile strength SfT 0.539E+06
Fiber compressive strength SfC 0.256E+06
MOD2
Number of fibers per end Nf 10000
Filament equivalent diameter df 0.300E-03
Weight density Rhof 0.630E-01
Normal moduli (ii) Efll 0.380E+08
Normal moduli (22) El22 0.110E+07
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2 0.200E+00
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23 0.250E+00
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2 0.150E+07
Shear moduli (23) Gf23 0.800E+06
Thermal expansion coef. (II) Alfafll -.550E-06
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22 0.560E-05
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (Ii) KFII 0.403E+01
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (22) KF22 0.403E+00
Heat capacity Cf 0.170E+00
Fiber tensile strength SfT 0.350E+06
Fiber compressive strength SfC 0.250E+06
GRAPHITE FIBER - INTERMEDIATE MODULUS.
MODI GRAgHITE FIBER - HIGH MODULUS.
Number of fibers per end Nf I0000
Filament equivalent diameter df 0.300E-03
Weight density Rhof 0.720E-01
Normal moduli (II) Efll 0.600E+08
Normal moduli (22) El22 0.900E+06
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2 0.200E+00
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23 0.250E+00
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2 0.110E+07
Shear moduli (23) Gf23 0.700E+06
Thermal expansion coef. (Ii) Alfafll -.550E-06
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22 0.560E-05
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (ii) KFII 0.403E+01
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (22) KF22 0.403E+00
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Fiber tensile strength SfT 0.250E+06 psi
Fiber compressive strength SfC 0.200E+06 psi
HMSF HIGH MODULUS SURFACE TREATED FIBER.
Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (Ii) Efll
Normal moduli (22) El22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Nufl2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (II) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (ii) KFII
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (22) KF22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT


































Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (!i) Efll
Normal moduli (22) El22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (Ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (II) KFII
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (22) KF22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT


































Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (ii) Efll
Normal moduli (22) Ef22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (II) KFII
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (22) KF22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT

































BOR4 BORON FIBER - 4 MIL DIAMETER.
Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (II) Efll
Normal moduli (22) El22
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Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (Ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (ii) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT





















SGLA S- GLASS FIBER.
Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (ii) Efll
Normal moduli (22) Ef22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (II) KFII
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (22) KF22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT


































Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (II) Efll
Normal moduli (22) Ef22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Nufl2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (ii) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT

































BOR5 BORON FIBER - 5 MIL DIAMETER.
Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (ii) Efll
Normal moduli (22) Ef22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (II) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (II) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT
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BOR8 BORON FIBER - 8 MIL DIAMETER.
Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (Ii) Efll
Normal moduli (22) Ef22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (ii) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT


































Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (II) Efll
Normal moduli (22) Ef22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (II) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (II) KFII
HEAT CONDUCTIVITY (22) KF22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT

































SW4M STAINLESS STEEL WIRE.
Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (ii) Efll
Normal moduli (22) El22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (II) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (ii) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT


































Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (II) Efll
Normal moduli (22) Ef22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Nufl2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
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Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (II) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT


















Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (Ii) Efll
Normal moduli (22) El22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (ii) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT

































TUNG TUNGSTEN FIBER (W-I.5%THO2).
Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (Ii) Efll
Normal moduli (22) El22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (II) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT

































SICA SICA FIBER (W-I.5%THO2).
Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (ii) Efll
Normal moduli (22) El22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (Ii) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT

































P-75 HIGH MODULUS GRAPHITE FIBER
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Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (ii) Efll
Normal moduli (22) El22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Nufl2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (Ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (ii) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT

































PI00 HIGH MODULUS GRAPHITE FIBER
Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (II) Efll
Normal moduli (22) El22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Null2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (ii) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT


















Number of fibers per end Nf
Filament equivalent diameter df
Weight density Rhof
Normal moduli (Ii) Efll
Normal moduli (22) El22
Poisson"s ratio (12) Nufl2
Poisson"s ratio (23) Nuf23
Shear moduli (12) Gfl2
Shear moduli (23) Gf23
Thermal expansion coef. (ii) Alfafll
Thermal expansion coef. (22) Alfaf22
Heat conductivity (II) Kfll
Heat conductivity (22) Kf22
Heat capacity Cf
Fiber tensile strength SfT
Fiber compressive strength SfC


















































OVER END OF FIBER PROPERTIES
MATRIX PROPERTIES




Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
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Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv

















BORM BORON MATRIX. AUG 22 1990 (3)
Weight density Rhom 0
Normal modulus Em 0
Poisson"s ratio Num 0
Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m 0
Matrix heat conductivity Km 0
Heat capacity Cm 0
Matrix tensile strength SmT 0
Matrix compressive strength SmC 0
Matrix shear strength SmS 0
Allowable tensile strain eps mT 0
Allowable compr, strain eps mC 0
Allowable shear strain eps mS 0
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR 0
Void heat conductivity kv 0



































Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv




































Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv








































BLASIM User's Manual B.16 Fiber-Matrix Option Usage
Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv














Weight density Rhom 0.815E-03
Normal modulus Em 0.890E+05
Poisson"s ratio Num 0.300E+00
Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m 0.126E-04
Matrix heat conductivity Km 0.259E-01
Heat capacity Cm 0.220E+00
Matrix tensile strength SmT 0.800E+04
Matrix compressive strength SmC 0.150E+05
Matrix shear strength SmS 0.800E+04
Allowable tensile strain eps mT 0.810E-01
Allowable compr, strain eps mC O.150E+00
Allowable shear strain eps mS 0.100E+00
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR 0.100E+00
Void heat conductivity kv 0.225E+00
Glass transition temperature Tgdr 0.120E+04




Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv
Glass transition temperature Tgdr




Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
MATRIX HEAT CONDUCTIVITY KM
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv
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Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
MATRIX HEAT CONDUCTIVITY KM
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv




































Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
MATRIX HEAT CONDUCTIVITY KM
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv































F186 NEAT RESIN CASTING. SEPT. 7, 1984.
Weight density Rhom 0.443E-01
Normal modulus Em 0.243E+08
Poisson"s ratio Num 0.300E+00
Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m 0.345E-05
MATRIX HEAT CONDUCTIVITY KM 0.104E+00
Heat capacity Cm 0.250E+00
Matrix tensile strength SmT 0.650E+04
Matrix compressive strength SmC 0.210E+05
Matrix shear strength SmS 0.650E+04
Allowable tensile strain eps mT 0.140E-01
Allowable compr, strain eps mC 0.420E-01
Allowable shear strain eps mS 0.320E-01
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR 0.380E-01
Void heat conductivity kv 0.225E+00
















SPOX IMHS INTERMEDIATE MODULUS HIGH STRENGTH MATRIX.
Weight density Rhom 0.443E-01
Normal modulus Em 0.500E+06
Poisson"s ratio Num 0.410E+00
Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m 0.570E-04
MATRIX HEAT CONDUCTIVITY KM 0.104E+00
Heat capacity Cm 0.250E+00
Matrix tensile strength SmT 0.150E+05
Matrix compressive strength SmC 0.300E+05
Matrix shear strength SmS 0.150E+05
Allowable tensile strain eps mT 0.140E-01
Allowable compr, strain eps mC 0.420E-01













BLASIM User's Manual B.18 Fiber-Matrix Option Usage
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv




GK60 IMLS INTERMEDIATE MODULUS LOW STRENGTH MATRIX.
Weight density Rhom 0.460E-01
Normal modulus Em 0.500E+06
Poisson"s ratio Num 0.410E+00
Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m 0.570E-04
MATRIX HEAT CONDUCTIVITY KM 0.I04E+00
Heat capacity Cm 0.250E+00
Matrix tensile strength SmT 0.700E+04
Matrix compressive strength SmC 0.2!0E+05
Matrix shear strength SmS 0.700E+04
Allowable tensile strain eps mT 0.!40E-01
Allowable compr, strain eps mC 0.420E-01
Allowable shear strain eps mS 0.320E-01
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR 0.380E-01
Void heat conductivity kv 0.225E+00



















EPOX IMHS INTERMEDIATE MODULUS HIGH STRENGTH MATRIX.
Weight density Rhom 0.443E-01 lb/in**3
Normal modulus Em 0.500E+06 psi
Poisson"s ratio Num 0.350E+00 non-dim
Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m 0.428E-04 in/in/F
MATRIX HEAT CONDUCTIVITY KM O.I04E+O0 BTU-IN/HR/IN**2/F
Heat capacity Cm 0.250E+00 BTU/Ib/F
Matrix tensile strength SmT 0.150E+05 psi
Matrix compressive strength SmC 0.350E+05 psi
Matrix shear strength SmS 0.130E+05 psi
Allowable tensile strain eps mT 0.200E-01 in/in
Allowable compr, strain eps mC 0.500E-01 in/in
Allowable shear strain eps mS 0.450E-01 in/in
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR 0.450E-01 in/in
Void heat conductivity kv 0.225E+00 BTU-in/hr/in**2/F
Glass transition temperature Tgdr 0.420E+03 F
ERLA HMHS HIGH MODULUS HIGH STRENGTH MATRIX.
Weight density Rhom 0.450E-01
Normal modulus Em 0.750E+06
Poisson"s ratio Num 0.350E+00
Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m 0.400E-04
Matrix heat conductivity Km 0.104E+O0
Heat capacity Cm 0.250E+00
Matrix tensile strength SmT 0.200E+05
Matrix compressive strength SmC 0.500E+05
Matrix shear strength SmS 0.150E+05
Allowable tensile strain eps mT 0.200E-01
Allowable compr, strain eps mC 0.500E-01
Allowable shear strain eps mS 0.400E-01
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR 0.400E-01
Void heat conductivity kv 0.225E+00





Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
































BLASIM User's Manual B.19 Fiber-Matrix Option Usage
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv





Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv
























Weight density Rhom 0.161E+00
Normal modulus Em 0.165E+08
Poisson"s ratio Num 0.300E+00
Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m 0.570E-05
Matrix heat conductivity Km 0.100E+01
Heat capacity Cm 0.127E+00
Matrix tensile strength SmT 0.120E+06
Matrix compressive strength SmC 0.120E+06
Matrix shear strength SmS 0.800E+05
Allowable tensile strain eps mT 0.730E-02
Allowable compr, strain eps mC 0.730E-02
Allowable shear strain eps mS 0.124E-01
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR 0.124E-01
Void heat conductivity kv 0.225E+00





Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv

















































































BLASIM User's Manual B.20 Fiber-Matrix Option Usage
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv



























Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv



































Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv



































Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv































PMI5 PMR POLYIMIDE MATRIX.
I I




Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv





Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv





Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv
Glass transition temperature Tgdr




Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS





















































































































BLASIM User's Manual B.22 Fiber-Matrix Option Usage
Void heat conductivity kv 0.225E+00 BTU-in/hr/in**2/F
Glass transition temperature Tgdr 0.410E+03 F




Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv
















IMLS INTERMEDIATE MODULUS LOW
Weight density
Normal modulus Em 0.500E+06
Poisson"s ratio Num 0.410E+00
Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m 0.570E-04
Matrix heat conductivity Km 0.104E+00
Heat capacity Cm 0.250E+00
Matrix tensile strength SmT 0.700E+04
Matrix compressive strength SmC 0.210E+05
Matrix shear strength SmS 0.700E+04
Allowable tensile strain eps mT 0.140E-01
Allowable compr, strain eps mC 0.420E-01
Allowable shear strain eps mS 0.320E-01
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR 0.320E-01
Void heat conductivity kv 0.225E+00
Glass transition temperature Tgdr 0.420E+03
STRENGTH MATRIX.
Rhom 0.460E-01




Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv





















Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
































































BLASIM User's Manual B.23 Fiber-Matrix Option Usage
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv











Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps
Allowable compr, strain eps
Allowable shear strain eps
Allowable torsional strain eps
Void heat conductivity kv











































Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv
Glass transition temperature Tgdr




















Thermal expansion coef. Alfa m
Matrix heat conductivity Km
Heat capacity Cm
Matrix tensile strength SmT
Matrix compressive strength SmC
Matrix shear strength SmS
Allowable tensile strain eps mT
Allowable compr, strain eps mC
Allowable shear strain eps mS
Allowable torsional strain eps mTOR
Void heat conductivity kv































OVER END OF MATRIX PROPERTIES
BLASIM User's Manual B.24 Fiber-Matrix Option Usage
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